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ABSTRACT

The integration of social networking and new technologies has changed the way of communication and information sharing among the people, especially of young people is a fact. As well as, the development of Social Media (SM) has conveyed important changes in the behavioural pattern of tourists. Therefore, it is very essential to understand this new influential trending among the youth tourists, in order to accelerate the tourists’ arrival and contribute to the development of Sri Lanka tourism. Therefore, this research aims at providing an insight to the Tourism Industry in Sri Lanka with regards to how social media platforms influence youth tourists’ behavior. A sample of 103 youth tourists’ response attained through online. The data obtained from the online survey were analyzed with descriptive, reliability test, mean and regression analysis. Results from the survey have identified that Social Media does influence in the youth tourists’ behaviour. In detail, eWOM and Online reviews/comments significantly influence in the behavior of youth tourists. And also the study confirmed that in order to attract tourists to a destination mainly revolves in the ability to convey the information to create positive images in the mind of youth tourists via social media. Thereby this study has recommended many suggestions for the Tourism and authorities. Including tourist authority should make its social media pages more interesting, appealing, informative and interactive so the customers can enjoy their social media experiences and they could spread eWOM and online reviews. And also they need to focus on how to create a positive and satisfactory image to their social media users in many other ways.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sri Lanka is classified as one of the most popular tourist destinations in the South Asia region. In Sri Lanka, tourism is the third-largest export earner in the economy after remittances and textiles and garment [1]. Hitherto, the sector has not fully captured its true potential and thus has not acquired the expected benefits [1].

A key development for social media marketing occurred in this era, with everyone has started using Facebook (then Twitter and others) as a social media marketing content channel [2]. It is true that tourists increasingly rely on electronic Word Of Mouth (e-WOM) and reviews on sites like social media and digital platform. Especially it is common among youth tourists, as they are the first time travellers and highly depend on the perceived image when choosing a holiday destination. However, misconceptions like, youth tourists usually show a low level of spending power and have led to poor marketing strategies aimed towards this segment of local tourism [3]. Even young tourists are considered a low-income group, today's youth tourists may become future tourists with a significant amount of spending power. Therefore, any investment done in youth tourism is also an investment done for the future [4]. This is the context and rationale for this Tourism industry-related research to explore more opportunities for the development of tourism.

In Sri Lanka, there are ample of resources and investment opportunities in addition to the basic features like beach, historical and cultural sites and wildlife that could significantly expand the tourism sector. However, the country is facing several challenges in developing the tourism industry [5]. Hence, there is a need for the Sri Lankan tourism industry to more focus on social media to create and enhance favourable local tourists' behaviour. And also Sri Lanka social media marketers can take advance of the findings and numerous practices from this research.

1.1 Problem Statement

Few challenges which had been faced by Sri Lanka tourism industry clearly shows its' incompetence in tourism-related marketing activities. Those are; firstly, Sri Lanka tourism industry marketing and communications activities have not been trend-conscious and dynamic in response to market requirements [1]. It shows poor adoption of global trend including social media marketing. Secondly, continuing to highlight the same attractions and events and fail to market to the lesser-known places on social media [1], indicates a lack of effort in enhancing tourist expectation and curiosity among tourists. Altogether it is clear that still there is advancement need regarding the social media marketing in Sri Lanka tourism industry.

Richards and Wilson mentioned that only a few researches are done on youth tourism and their behaviour by tourism marketers [6]. According to Stelzner's annual industry report, measuring the marketing effectiveness of social media is one of the most important questions marketers need to continue to investigate [7]. Nevertheless, very few studies have examined the effectiveness of social media in tourism [8]. The study related to tourism on social media is still in an early stage [9]. As per their statement, it is obvious that the research on social media and its effect of eWOM and reviews/comments on youth tourist's behaviour still needs to be expanded. Hence, this research attempts to fill the literature gap and further the knowledge of social media related to the tourism industry.

1.2 Research Objectives

1. Identify the type of social media platforms is used more frequently by the youth tourists in Sri Lanka.
2. Identify the impact of the predictor factors of social media on youth tourists' behaviour.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Social Media

Social media platforms are rapidly replacing traditional marketing channels as go-to conduits for achieving a variety of marketing objectives, from creating awareness to calling on consumers to buy [10]. Meanwhile, in 2006 it was argued that social media started replacing traditional sources of information [11]. And then, it has been enforced that social media might influence buyer behaviour [12]. It has also transformed tourism, for social media now play a vital role in the construction of the tourist gaze, destination
image, and travel decisions [13]. Facebook and Twitter were also found to be the two most useful social media channels in the tourism industry. Varkaris also in his research stated that Web 2.0 brings about a new type of traveller through social interactions online [14].

### 2.2 E-WOM

The electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) is defined as “all informal communications directed at consumers through Internet-based technology related to the usage or characteristics of particular goods and services, or their sellers” [15]. Over the years tourism has relied heavily on the power of word of mouth marketing; it used to be our friends and family who inspired and helped in planning our travels. However, today with the emergence of digital technologies, the word of mouth information has extended beyond a limited group to the entire world. Social Media as a part of the digital technology revolution now connects travellers to the opinions and recommendations of millions of people, including friends in their social network [16]. To examine it, the following hypothesis has been formulated:

**H1:** eWOM in social media has a significant impact on youth tourists' behaviour

### 2.3 Online Reviews/ Comments

Online reviews provide a trusted source of search information. And it is a way that the community members interact and contribute value in the form of content, reviews, and recommendations [17]. Zhu stated that online consumer reviews can be a good proxy which in turn, can have a strong influence on the decision-making processes of other potential customers [18]. A study of Anwesha portrayed that the tourism preferences of the young generation are affected by comments on Social Media and Social Media has both positive and negative effects on the tourism market. [16] Thus the following hypothesis has been formulated;

**H2:** Online reviews/ comments in social media has a significant impact on youth tourists behaviour.

### 2.4 Youth Tourists’ Behaviour

Youth tourists are characterized as adventurous, technologically literate, experts in social media and information seekers [19]. One of the important aspects of young travellers is that they do not have a lot of direct experiences with many destinations. The formation of their perceived image about a destination mostly guided by visual presentations based on information sources such as e-WOM and online reviews in social media [20]. Martin in his studies indicated that tourism products are mainly intangible thus the image is regarded as a vivid representative for the destination and believed to have strong influences on travellers’ destination choice and decision-making [21]. Nevertheless, youths usually act as change agents by influencing sociality and culture through social media [22].

Behavioural intention describes factors that motivate someone to perform certain behaviour [23]. In this study, youth tourists’ behaviour describes the willingness to use social media for tour organisation, and intention to recommend refers to the objective to advise others to use social networks when organising tours.

### 3. METHODOLOGY

Young tourists have been chosen for this study because of the growing significance of tourists among the youth. Respondents are local youth tourists, who are 18 to 32 age level. The age range for young tourists was in line with Gibson et al. [24]. The respondents had to use their Social Media channels, to spread the word about their tour write about their experiences, take pictures and videos to share on YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. Respondents were screened via three questions at the beginning of the questionnaire; (1) What is your age? (2) Are you interested in tourism / visited tourist places in Sri Lanka? (3) Have you ever used social media for your tour in Sri Lanka? The Responses of respondents above 32 years old and do not use social media for the tour plan were excluded.

A structured questionnaire was used which employed with multiple-choice questions and Likert scale questions. Under the convenience sample” There were 117 questionnaires answered however only 103 questionnaires eligible to use for further analysis. This sample size was considered adequate based on Cooper and Schindler, [25] proposition that statistically, for generalization to take place, a sample of at least 30 must exist. The data analysis for this research done by using the statistical package SPSS. The results were presented below.

### 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data presentation and analysis are presented with frequency distribution, mean, and
standard deviation and regression analysis with research variable to achieve the formulated research objective.

4.1 Sample Profile

Descriptive statistical analysis was run on respondents' demographic variables. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 reflects the demographic characteristics of respondents. As per the gender, 56.3% of the respondents are male and the female respondents’ percentage is 43.7%. While, regarding their age, it can be concluded that there 43.7% of respondents age distribution fall between 23 to 27. The sample is employed and educated one since 30.1% of the respondents work in the private sector and 26.5% being as students.

Regarding the question with whom the respondents would like to travel; most of the respondents prefer to visit with their respondents (36.9%) next to that around 25.2% would like to travel with their family.

Fig. 1 reveals that which tourist place respondents highly prefer to visit in Sri Lanka. Out of 103 most of the respondents (around 33%) would like to visit beaches in Sri Lanka. Next to that waterfall, it is around 26.21%. From this finding it is recommended to the tourist authority and marketers in future they could invest on beach and waterfall related tourism destination development to attract more youth tourists.

Next, respondents were asked to indicate the most popular social media platform they usually use to search tour related information. Altogether five social media platforms were given to the respondents for their consideration. As per the findings, it can be concluded that Facebook and youtube are the two most popular social media platform which is used by the youth tourists to search tour related information in Sri Lanka. It is aligned with the previous study also Facebook was found to be the two most useful social media channels to promote the tourism industry [26].

Findings reveal that while creating strategies toward youth tourists’ arrival, marketers should focus more on Facebook and youtube social media platforms to reach more target group in Sri Lanka.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics of Study Variables

The descriptive data including, reliability, mean, and standard deviation of the study variables were obtained and shown in following Table 2.

All selected factors were tested for reliability analysis. The Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient value for all attributes above .7, which indicated strong internal consistency among the attributes. Therefore, the variables used in this study were concluded as reliable. Sekaran posits that the result of reliability tests below 0.60 is considered to be poor, whereas if it is greater than 0.60 it can be acceptable [27].
Table 1. Summary of demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic profile</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
<th>Percentages (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-27</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelancers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With whom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No. of Statements</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eWOM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Behaviour</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Level of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Decision attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eWOM</td>
<td>3.568</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>High Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Reviews/Comments.</td>
<td>3.061</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td>Moderate Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Behaviour</td>
<td>3.770</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>High Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Regression predicting tourists’ behaviour with selected factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>.990</td>
<td>.266</td>
<td>3.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eWOM</td>
<td>.331</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>2.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews/Comments</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>3.137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Tourists’ Behaviour

According to the results, eWOM and Tourists behaviour found to be high level. It shows that youth tourists in Sri Lanka have a high level of attention toward these factors. At the same time, Online Reviews/Comments found to be moderate Level. To conclude, youth tourists in Sri Lanka have an only moderate level of attention regarding Online Reviews/Comments.

4.3 Regression Analysis

To achieve the second research objective, the hypotheses stated in the literature review were created to determine the impact of the predictor factors (eWOM and online reviews/comments) of social media on youth tourists’ behaviour. Thus, a Multiple Linear Regression Analysis was performed between independent variables as; eWOM and online reviews/comments on the dependent variable, Tourist Behaviour. And the following results were obtained.

The coefficient of determination $R^2 = 0.569$, means that 56.9% of the variability of Tourist Behaviour is explained by the selected factors. Furthermore, the selected factors; eWOM and Online reviews/comments have significant influence ($p<0.05$) on Tourist Behaviour. This indicates that the alternative hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$) are appropriate and can be accepted.

Analyzing the coefficients, the variables that present the highest relative contributions to impact Tourist Behaviour are eWOM, followed by online reviews/comments. This finding aligns with the findings of Dwivedi who has pointed out that consumers may trust fellow consumers more and “electronic word of mouth” has become important in today’s society [28]. And also Litvin et al. investigated the influence of both positive and negative e-WOM in tourism products and confirmed the significant role that e-Word-of- Mouth has played as an information source in travel and tourism [15].

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

The main objectives of this study are to identify the type of social media platforms are used more frequently by the youth tourists and evaluate the impact of the predictor factors of social media on youth tourists’ behaviour. The presented findings offer some preliminary evidence on the mechanisms of social media and local youth tourists’ behaviour. Facebook and youtube are the two most popular social media platform which is used by the local youth tourists to search tour related information in Sri Lanka. Therefore, it is recommended that tourism marketers or managers may upload valuable tour information, including attractions found in the particular place (through pictures or videos) and its’ direction on Facebook or YouTube so that they could easily reach the vast number of local youth tourists. For example, social media marketers can create a link Facebook or YouTube and inform the unique features of the destination and its’ facilities surrounded.

An investigation on the coefficients of each factors eWOM and Online reviews/comments significant variable related to tourists behaviour. Therefore, it is evident that to promote the youth tourists arrival in Sri Lanka tourism-related strategy developers should concentrate on eWOM and Online reviews/comments in Social media. The previous studies also confirmed that around 68% of global respondents trusted consumer opinions posted online, 84% of respondents trusted electronic word-of-mouth recommendations from friends and family [29]. Thus, it is recommended that If Sri Lankan Tourism gives more focus on social media it will very helpful for growing this sector. Because when people search for a new travel destination they usually access the information through social media in the form of eWOM and Online reviews/comments. Because of social media websites, the tourists post their pictures and videos where they visited and post online
reviews of the place they were visited, it will be a major source for the followers. And also, tourist authority should focus on social media platform especially Facebook and YouTube to enhance the tourists’ experience.

6. LIMITATION

Certain limitations were identified in this study with some suggestions for future studies; study sampling was convenience and did not cover foreign youth tourists. In future studies, it would be ideal to cover foreign tourists also to generalize the study.
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